For the past 7 years General UI has been one of the best places for top-notch app developers to work. With a dynamic and rewarding team framework built on Lean and Agile ideas, a can-do attitude, and attention to detail, we create delightful solutions in the mobile, full-stack and Internet of Things space.

**TEAM**

**ROLE**  **Senior Web Developer**

As a Web Developer you will define, design and implement responsive web sites and applications; estimate development effort, assist with test plan creations and plan implementation for products that satisfy usability, reliability, and development requirements of our customers; and work in a variety of fast-paced environments, both independently and collaboratively to design code and implement features.

**Required Skills**

- JavaScript MVC/MVVM frameworks
- Node task runners
- Build systems
- CSS
- Less
- HTML5

**CONTACT**  **Find us at the conference!**